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Fair Play delivers a time and anxiety-saving system that offers couples a completely new way to divvy up their domestic 
responsibilities. It started with the “Sh*t I Do” spreadsheet – a list of all the invisible tasks it takes to run a home but 

developed into a gamified system with four easy-to-follow rules, 100 household tasks, and a figurative card game you play 
with your partner.  

 

REFLECT: How are you already communicating?  

You’ve already started a conversation about your domestic life.   
   
As a mediator, Eve makes this point often to her clients when they resist or shy away from direct 
dialogue and collaborative problem-solving: “But I don’t want to talk to my older brother about 
Dad’s will. It’s too hard.” To which she will say, “But you’re already communicating through your 
eye-rolling and silence. When you show up late to every meeting, that says something. Even if 
you’re not talking.”   

This is likely true when it comes to the unpaid labor of caregiving and housework. You are already 
communicating, even if only nonverbally, which can be the loudest form of communication.  

Examples:  

• When her husband challenged, “What do you do all day?” Marian created a time-lapse video of 
hours and hours of invisible work she performs in the home. “Proof,” she said, “that I’m not wasting 
my time on unnecessary stuff.”   
 
• Lori turns off her phone when her husband is at Target so he can’t reach her to ask: What do we 
need? And what aisle is that in?   
 
• Julia admits to sometimes “playing possum” when her young son comes into their bedroom in the 
middle of the night. “That way, my husband has to be the one to get up.”   
 
• Stella dumps wet clothes on her husband’s pillow when he forgets to put them in the dryer.   
 
• Trudy withholds sex until all the dishes are out of the sink.   

You’re already having the conversation about who does what in your relationship, in some 
form or another. Let’s take it out of the realm of the unspoken and deal with it head-on.   

What are some ways you are using unspoken communication in your relationship?   
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